The nature of the nonrelativistic nucleon-nucleon potential in the large Nc limit is discussed. In particular, we address the consistency of the meson exchange picture of nucleon interactions. It is shown that the nonrelativistic nucleon-nucleon potential extracted from the Feynmann graphs up to and including two-meson exchange diagrams satisfies the spin-flavor counting rules of Kaplan and Savage, and Kaplan and Manohar, provided the nucleon momenta is of order N 0 c . The key to this is a cancelation of the retardation effect of the box graphs against the contributions of the crossed-box diagram. The consistency requires including ∆ as an intermediate state.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most fundamental problems in nuclear physics is to understand how low-energy nucleon-nucleon interactions arise from the underlying quark-gluon interactions. Unfortunately, for some time to come QCD is likely to remain computationally intractable in this regime in the sense that one will not be able to directly predict the values of low energy nuclear physics observables by calculations based solely on the QCD Lagrangian. Nevertheless one might hope to be able to deduce some qualitative (or perhaps semi-quantitative) features of nucleon-nucleon interactions from our knowledge of QCD. The known simplifications of certain aspects of QCD in the large N c limit could provide such a tool [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Indeed, several years ago it was proposed that the spin-flavor structure of the dominant terms in the nucleon-nucleon potential can be understood in terms of large N c QCD [6, 7] . As we shall argue here large N c QCD can provide additional insights into the nature of the nucleon-nucleon force. In particular large N c QCD helps us to understand both the nature of the meson-exchange picture of nucleon-nucleon interactions and the limitations of such a picture. The large N c perspective also sheds light on the role of the ∆ resonance in nucleon-nucleon interactions. At a practical level, knowledge of the special role played by ∆ in canceling certain large contributions may prove to be useful in constructing nucleon-nucleon interactions.
FIG. 1. A typical diagram of order
Nc contributing to the nucleon-nucleon scattering in the large Nc limit.
The first treatment of nucleon-nucleon interactions in large N c QCD was done by Witten in his seminal paper on baryons in the large N c limit [2] . He argued that the dominant interaction between two baryons is generically of order N c . His argument was based on consideration of diagrams such as the one in Fig. 1 . It is clear that such a diagram is order N c -a factor N 3 c from combinatorics and a factor of N −2 c from the coupling constants. It is straightforward to see that all quark-line-connected graphs beginning and ending with two flavor singlet combinations of N c quarks will be O(N c ) or less. However, this interaction strength of order N c cannot represent the strength of the nucleon-nucleon scattering amplitude. In the first place, unitarity implies that the scattering amplitude does not grow without a bound as N c goes to infinity. Secondly, one can consider graphs like Fig. 2 which although disconnected at the quark level, contribute at the nucleon-nucleon level to the full interaction. It is straightforward to see that the graph in Fig. 2 is order N 2 c so that the interaction cannot simply go as N c . One natural way to interpret the physics contained in the diagrams typified by Figs. 1 and 2 is to argue that they get translated at the hadronic level to contributions from Witten [2] noted an additional difficulty of having nucleon-nucleon interaction scaling as N c , there is no description of the scattering process which possesses a smooth large N c limit if the momenta are of order unity. The basic difficulty in this case is that the kinetic energy of the nucleons is generically much smaller than the potential energy and the interplay of kinetic and potential energy which is at the crux of scattering cannot be independent of N c . Witten noted that if one works in a kinematic regime with momenta of order N c (i.e. an approach to the large N c limit with the nucleon velocities rather than momenta fixed), then the kinetic and potential terms are of the same order so that a smooth limit is possible. For this kinematic regime Witten suggested that the scattering process can be described using the time-dependent Hartree (TDH) approximation. It is straightforward to see that the TDH equations with fixed initial velocity have solutions which are independent of N c . In practice, such TDH calculations have not been done in QCD and would be very difficult for systems with light quarks. Here we wish to focus on a different limit than Witten's, i.e. on low momentum nuclear reactions. Accordingly we do not wish to let the nucleon momenta scale with N c ; rather we will restrict our attention to the kinematic regime of nucleon momenta of order N 0 c . As noted by Witten, in such a regime there is no smooth expression for the scattering amplitude. However, as argued by Kaplan and Savage [6] and Kaplan and Manohar [7] in this regime one may identify the nucleon-nucleon interaction from the quark line connected pieces as a nonrelativistic potential which has a dominant contribution of order N c . Such a description can be interpreted on the hadronic level as a meson exchange. The one-meson exchange potential (Fig. 3) can be as large as O(N c ) since a generic baryon-meson coupling is of order √ N c [2] and hence the large N c scaling at the hadronic level is consistent with the quark-gluon level. The key insight of Refs. [3] [4] [5] is that large N c QCD implies an approximate contracted SU (4) spin-isospin symmetry on the baryons and that this symmetry imposes constraints on the dominant parts of the potential. Thus, the dominant part of the nucleon-nucleon interaction are constrained to be contracted SU (4) symmetric and terms which break this symmetry are suppressed by two powers of N c . For example, the dominant (O(N c )) contribution to the tensor force is proportional to τ 1 · τ 2 , while the isospin independent part only contributes at order N −1 c . This paper will address a number of issues connected with the nucleon-nucleon interaction in large N c QCD. One central issue is the identification of the connected diagrams, such as Fig. 3 , as a nonrelativistic potential (of order
N c ), as was done in Refs. [6, 7] . The argument for doing this is clearly heuristic and is based on the notion that large interactions must be iterated to all orders. Of course, a potential used in a Schrödinger equation is iterated to all orders. This interpretation seems to resolve in a simple manner the order N 2 c contributions of Fig. 4 ; it is just one iteration of the potential (among an infinite number of possible iterations).
Unfortunately, this heuristic argument is not unique: an alternative argument would be to identify such an interaction with a kernel of a Bethe-Salpeter equation (with a strength of order N c ) which again is to be iterated to all orders. Moreover, it is by no means clear that these are equivalent-a Bethe-Salpeter kernel of order N c does not necessarily imply that the potential in a nonrelativistic reduction of the Bethe-Salpeter equation is order N c . Thus, at the fundamental level it has to be established whether large N c QCD is consistent with a nonrelativistic nucleon-nucleon potential of order N c or with a Bethe-Salpeter kernel of order N c .
A second fundamental issue in this paper is the extent to which large N c QCD justifies a meson exchange picture of nucleon-nucleon interactions. A meson exchange is a natural way to understand nucleon-nucleon interactions as arising from QCD: QCD leads to the existence of colorless hadronic states-baryons and mesons-and the interactions between baryons arise from the exchange of virtual mesons. Indeed, some phenomenologically successful nucleonnucleon potentials are based directly on a meson exchange picture [8] . On the other hand, the argument for meson exchange dominating the nucleon-nucleon interaction is not compelling and many equally successful nucleon-nucleon potentials include only one-pion exchange treating all shorter distance effects purely phenomenologically [9] . At first sight it might seem that large N c arguments do not support the meson-exchange picture of nucleon-nucleon interactions. In the first place, as noted by Witten [2] baryons in the large N c behave as solitons, and when two solitons are brought close enough to interact each one distorts in the presence of the other yielding effects which cannot be easily described in terms of meson exchange. Indeed Witten's prescription for scattering for momenta of order N c , TDH, necessarily builds in these non-meson-exchange type effects; the clusters of N c quarks which interact in TDH are not simply the Hartree wave-functions for two nucleons.
There is a second reason why one might suspect that large N c QCD does not justify a meson exchange point of view for nucleon-nucleon interactions. The meson-exchange picture does not imply only single meson exchanges but two or more meson exchanges as well. Consider, the large N c scaling of a generic two-meson exchange process. Some typical diagrams contributing to the potential are shown in c . Thus, these diagrams are consistent with the previously deduced large N c scaling behavior of the potential. However, if one considers a generic crossed-box diagram as shown in Fig. 6 , one encounters an inconsistency. Since, the nucleon-meson coupling is generically of order √ N c , the diagram in Fig. 6 is of order N 2 c . This scaling, however, violates the proposed large N c scaling of the nucleon-nucleon potential (which is supposed to go as N c ). Clearly, three and more meson exchange diagrams will yield ever-larger inconsistencies.
This paper will also address another central issue in nucleon-nucleon physics; namely, the role of the ∆ resonance in intermediate states. As is well known, the ∆ resonance has a low excitation energy for large N c (with [4, 10] . Moreover, the inclusion of virtual ∆'s is known to be essential to ensure the consistency of large N c predictions for hadronic processes and its inclusion is necessary for the contracted SU (4) spin-flavor structure of baryons to be manifest. Thus, one might expect that virtual ∆'s will also play a key role in nucleon-nucleon reactions in the large N c limit.
In this paper we will show the following picture is consistent with large N c QCD: i) The nucleon-nucleon interaction can be described by a potential of order N c but not by a Bethe-Salpeter kernel of order N c .
ii) The meson-exchange picture can be used consistently to describe nucleon-nucleon interactions for momenta of order N 0 c .
iii) The meson-exchange picture of the nucleon-nucleon potential (of order N c ) breaks down for momenta of order N c . iv) The leading order nucleon-nucleon potential is symmetric under contracted SU (4) with corrections down by two powers in N c yielding the spin-flavor structure of Ref. [6, 7] . v) The contracted SU (4) structure implies a central role for intermediate states containing ∆'s.
The basic strategy of this paper is to assume that the picture outlined above is correct and then to show that it does not lead to any inconsistencies up to and including two-meson exchange potentials. The key difficulty which must be addressed is the problem of the crossed-box graphs mentioned above: If point ii) is correct then they must be included; however, they generically contribute to the potential at order N 2 c which exceeds the potential's supposed order N c scale from point i). More generally they lead to contributions that are inconsistent with the spin-flavor structure of Refs. [6, 7] . However, as we will show, all contributions from the crossed-box graphs which are inconsistent with the spin-flavor structure of Refs. [6, 7] are canceled by contributions coming from the retardation effects in the box graphs. While it has long been known that such a cancelation occurs for scalar isoscalar mesons between retardation effects in the box graph and the crossed-box graph [11] , it has not been previously shown that such cancelations are far more general and protect the large N c structure of the nucleon-nucleon potential including the hierarchy of large and small contributions in terms of spin and isospin. It will also be shown that such a cancelation does not occur if ∆ intermediate states are excluded or if the momenta of the nucleons is of order N c .
II. REVIEW OF THE SU(4) CONTRACTED SYMMETRY
The baryon sector of large N c QCD exhibits an approximate SU (4) contracted light quark spin-flavor symmetry [3] [4] [5] . The contracted SU (4) algebra is:
where i, a = 1, 2, 3 are spin and isospin indices. 
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In large N c two-flavor QCD, baryons belong to the infinite dimensional irreducible representation of the contracted SU (4) algebra with I = J = 1/2, 3/2, 5/2, ... [3] [4] [5] . For N c = 3 the I = J = 1/2 and I = J = 3/2 states are identified with nucleon and ∆. Other states are presumably a large N c artifact. The meson-baryon couplings connecting the states with different spin and isospin are given in terms of the matrix elements of X ia which is defined by its matrix elements between baryon states (e.g. Eq. (4)). This operator is equal to X ia 0 at leading order in the 1/N c expansion.
As shown in Ref. [4] , the next-to-leading order term is proportional to X ia 0
where α is a constant independent of the spin and isospin indices. As a result, the spin-flavor operators
Meson-baryon couplings satisfying the contracted spin-flavor symmetry are listed in the third row of Table I and  Table II . These couplings are obtained from the nonrelativistic reduction of the corresponding covariant Yukawa couplings with corrections suppressed by 1/N c . The matrix elements of the X ia 0 generators between the baryon states are given in terms of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients by [4] :
where only spin and isospin labels of the baryon states are shown explicitly. We will need to know the matrix elements of the anticommutators between the nucleon states. When restricting attention to nucleon initial and final states one can easily deduce:
where we have used the fact that J i and I a only take nucleons into nucleons. The O(1/N c ) corrections in Eq. (5) vanish due to the fact that the constant α in Eq. (2) is independent of the spin and isospin.
The large N c scaling of the baryon matrix elements have been analyzed in Refs. [4, 5] . Since a general one-quark operator (e.g. axial vector current) can couple to any of the N c quarks in a baryon, its matrix elements between ground state baryons are of order N c (providing the cancelation between different quark line insertions does not occur). The operators with spin-flavor structure given by 1 and X ia behave in this leading fashion [4] . On the other hand, currents containing only J i and I a are of order N 0 c . Heuristically, the reason is that for baryons with J = I = 1/2, 3/2, ... only one out of N c quarks carry the spin and isospin quantum numbers of the state. The large N c scaling of a meson-baryon coupling is obtained by dividing the corresponding current matrix element by the meson decay constant which is of order N . The examples include the couplings of a 0 and η, spatial components of ω and f 1 ( ω and f 1 ) and the time component of ρ (ρ t ). These counting rules are listed in the fourth row of Table I and Table II .
Similarly, the spin-flavor structure of the nonrelativistic nucleon-nucleon potential can be analyzed in the large N c QCD. The general form of this potential is:
where
where L and S are the total orbital and spin angular momenta of the system of two nucleons. The operators in Eq. (6) multiplying the position and velocity dependent functions V 1,2 n (n = 0, σ, T, LS, Q) are referred to as the central, spin-spin, tensor, spin-orbit and quadratic spin-orbit components of the nucleon-nucleon potential in the isosinglet and isotriplet channels.
In Refs. [6, 7] , the large N c scaling of functions V 1,2 n was analyzed using the spin-flavor counting rules of the generators of the contracted SU (4). The analysis is based on two assumptions. One is that the nucleon-nucleon interaction can be described by an Hartree Hamiltonian which can be written as a sum of operators with particular spin-flavor structure satisfying the large N c scaling rules of the contracted SU (4) symmetry. In addition, the authors implicitly assumed that the Hartree picture leads to a potential of order N c for momenta of order one. At the hadronic level, the latter assumption is essentially equivalent to a one-meson exchange picture of the potential. Based on the above assumptions, the following counting rules were obtained in Refs. [6, 7] : since its leading contribution is from one-η exchange. The leading contributions at the one-meson exchange level are shown in the fifth row of Table I and Table II ; the N c scaling of these contributions are shown in the last row of Table I and Table II . We will show that the nucleon-nucleon potential is consistent with KSM counting rules, Eq. (8), up to and including two-meson exchange contributions.
III. TWO-MESON EXCHANGE CONTRIBUTIONS
The Feynmann diagrams contributing at the two-meson exchange level are shown in Figs. 4, 6, and 5-the box, the crossed-box and the triangle graphs. In these diagrams the initial and final nucleons are on-mass shell. This condition is necessary if the diagrams are used to derive the nucleon-nucleon potential. The baryon energy-momentum relation is treated nonrelativistically with the baryon propagators having the following form:
where k 0 and k are the energy and the momentum of an intermediate baryon with mass m B . In practice,
c . The mesons are treated in a fully relativistic form. The meson-baryon vertices are in general momentum and energy dependent. Note, the time and spatial components of ω and ρ have different couplings at leading nonrelativistic order (Table I and Table II ). In addition, the spin-flavor structure of ω t coupling is identical to that of f 0 (or σ). Similarly, ρ t and a 0 couplings have identical spin-flavor structure. A two-meson exchange diagram may contain a piece which is equal to the one iteration of the potential. These contributions will be included when solving the Shrödinger equation and must be excluded from the nucleon-nucleon potential to avoid double counting. This can be illustrated using the the two-scalar exchange diagrams.
The contribution to the nucleon-nucleon potential from a one-scalar exchange, Fig. 3 , with point couplings is given by,
where m f0 (O(N 0 c )) is the mass of the f 0 meson, and the coupling constant g f0 is of order √ N c ( Table I ). Note that (q 0 ) 2 can be neglected since q 0 is of order N −1 c . Similarly, the contribution of the two-scalar exchange box diagram, Fig. 4 to the scattering amplitude, M, is
It is convenient to first perform the k 0 integral. There are two classes of poles in the complex k 0 plane, namely from the baryon and meson propagators. It is easy to see that the baryon poles in Eq. (11) are on the opposite side of the real k 0 axis. By closing the integration contour in the upper or lower complex plane only one of these baryon poles will contribute to M 2 . Closing the contour in the upper plane we get for the baryon pole contribution:
where, in addition to q
c , the position of the baryon pole, k 
where the nonrelativistic baryon Green function is given by
The first term in Eq. (13) corresponds to a potential at the one-meson exchange level. For the one-scalar exchange this potential is given in Eq. (10) . Iterations of the Lippman-Schwinger equation lead to:
where the ellipsis indicates higher-order iterations. For the two-scalar exchange, the first iteration of the potential in Eq. (10) is: Table I ), i.e it is larger than allowed by KSM counting rules, Eq. (8). Hence, for the two-scalar exchange diagrams to be consistent with the counting rules, the retardation effect has to be cancelled by the crossed-box diagram. The key issue is whether this cancelation indeed happens.
The baryon pole contribution in the box diagram has been discussed for the two-scalar exchange with point couplings. In fact, it can easily be generalized for any two-meson exchange with general vertex functions. Indeed, the above proof that the baryon pole contribution to the box diagram is one iterate of the potential rests only on the nonrelativistic form of the two-baryon propagators and the direction of the loop momenta and energy flow through the baryon lines. Neither the spin-flavor structure nor the vertex functions can change the position of the baryon poles. Thus, the baryon poles from any two-meson box diagrams do not contribute to the nucleon-nucleon potential.
We have shown so far that the baryon pole contributions from the two-meson box diagrams should not be included in the nucleon-nucleon potential. However, the retardation effect and the crossed-box contribution can each be larger than allowed by the KSM counting rules. For example, the retardation effect and crossed-box diagrams corresponding to the two-pion exchange are each of order N A cancelation between the retardation effect and the crossed-box is well known for the two-scalar exchange diagrams [11] . The meson pole contribution to M 2 , Eq. (11), is:
where in the second step we have again neglected terms in the denominators suppressed by 1/m B ∼ 1/N c including the energy q 0 ; a symbol P indicates a principle value. The contribution to the scattering amplitude from the two-meson crossed-box diagram, Fig. 6 , is
Note, the baryon poles are now on the same side of the real axis in the k 0 complex plane. Hence, they do not contribute to M X . The only non-vanishing contribution is from the meson poles:
where the same approximations as in Eq. (17) were made. As evident from Eqs. (17) and (19), the retardation effect and the the crossed-box diagram contribution for the two-scalar exchange cancel out up to corrections of order N −1 c :
It is important to stress, however, that the above cancelation does not occur when the nucleon momenta are of order N c since for the momenta of order N c the baryon propagators evaluated at the meson poles are different (as can be seen from Eqs. (17) and (19) ). Consequently, for the momenta of order N c , the nucleon-nucleon interaction cannot be interpreted as a simple meson exchange picture consistent with the KSM counting rules, Eq. (8). As will be shown below, the cancelation in Eq. (20) is far more general. In fact, it occurs for all two-meson exchange graphs provided the nucleon momenta are of order N 0 c and the meson-baryon couplings are contracted SU (4) symmetric. Let us consider a general box and crossed-box diagram containing any pair of intermediate mesons.
We will use Greek symbols to indicate an exchanged meson, e.g. α = f 0 , ρ, π, etc. A given graph contains four vertex functions, one for each meson-baryon coupling. The product of these four functions will be denoted byṼ αβ (k 0 , k, q 0 , q). 
where m α and m β are the masses of the α and β mesons. The above-defined function is symmetric under the interchange of the exchanged mesons, V αβ = V βα . The analytic structure of V αβ (k 0 , k, q 0 , q) as a function of a complex variable k 0 determines the retardation effects of the box graphs and the contribution of the crossed-box diagrams.
The spin-flavor structure of the meson-baryon vertices will be denoted by Γ 
where the contracted SU (4) pion-baryon coupling is used. Using the above notation a contribution from a general box graph, Fig. 4 , has the following form:
where g α and g β are the corresponding coupling constants and the momenta directions are shown in Fig. 4 . The crossed-box, Fig. 6 , has a similar expression with the last two Γ's interchanged:
Note the difference in the baryon propagators relative to Eq. (23) due to the difference in the momentum flow. As was previously shown, the baryon pole contribution to the box-graph is the first iterate of the LippmanSchwinger equation while these poles do not contribute to the crossed-box graph at this order. As in the case of the scalar exchange, the k 0 integration in Eqs. (23) and (24) The retardation effect of the box diagram is:
Similarly, the crossed-box contribution coming entirely from the meson singularities is:
Note that only in the nonrelativistic limit the principal values of the baryon propagators are equal and opposite for both M ret 2 and M X . As a result, the sum of these two contributions is proportional to a spin-flavor commutator:
In general, we have to include both orderings of the exchanged mesons. In Eq. (27) the first meson is α. Changing the meson sequence and keeping the loop momenta flow unchanged we get,
where we used V βα = V αβ . Now, the commutator involves the meson couplings along a different baryon line. The large N c scaling of the retardation effect and the crossed-box diagram taken separately is given by the product of the coupling constants, g 2 α g 2 β . However, as seen from Eqs. (27) and (28), their total contribution is proportional to the commutators of the spin-flavor operators evaluated between the ground state baryons. The cancelation between the retardation effect and the crossed-box contribution up to higher order corrections happens due to the presence of the commutator.
A number of mesons shown in Table I and Table II Table I and Table II there are only six independent structures. They give thirty-six different combinations for two-meson exchange graphs counting combinations differing in the meson sequence. Out of this the number of distinct meson pairs is twenty-one.
The commutators in Eqs. (27) and (28) vanish identically for those graphs in which at least one of the mesons is f 0 (or ω t ). The reason is that the spin-flavor structure of f 0 (ω t ) is given by the unity operator which commutes with any other operator. This insures the large N c consistency of the two-meson box and crossed-box diagrams containing the following six (independent) pairs of mesons:
Note, as discussed above the same cancelation occurs when ω t is exchanged instead of f 0 . Similar cancelations occur for contributions of the box and crossed-box diagrams containing the following pairs of mesons:
since the spin-flavor structure of a 0 couplings contains only I a generators while the couplings of f 1 and η contain only J i generators which commute with I a , Eq. (1).
A number of the meson-baryon couplings in Table I and Table II and, therefore, cannot violate the KSM counting rules. These are the exchanges of the following meson pairs:
where the meson pairs in the square brackets have been previously considered, Eq. (30).
This 1 ), ( f 1 a 1 
and the remaining six pairs require one or two derivative couplings:
In Eqs. (32) and (33) (a 0 , a 1 ) and ( f 1 , a 1 ) exchanges violate the KSM rules, Eq. (8). Fortunately, these contributions are cancelled in the sum of the retardation effect and crossed-box diagram, Eqs. (27) and (28):
for ( f 1 , a 1 ) exchange and similarly for (a 0 , a 1 ) exchange. In the last step in Eq. (34) we used the commutation and anti-commutation relations of the generators of the contracted SU (4) symmetry, Eqs. (1) and (5). Thus, these exchanges, when both box and crossed-box diagrams are included, contribute only to the isovector spin-spin term of the nucleon-nucleon potential up to corrections of order N
−2
c . This is an allowable contribution by KSM counting rules.
The box and crossed-box diagrams corresponding to ( a 1 , a 1 ) exchange are of order N 
where in the third step we used the fact that the anticommutator is symmetric and the commutator is antisymmetric under the simultaneous exchange of the spin-flavor indices (ia) → (jb); the large N c of the baryon matrix elements of X ia , X jb is given in Eq. which is consistent with KSM counting rules. Note that in this case full contracted SU (4) algebra has to be used to insure the cancelation. Thus, the cancelation of the retardation effect against the crossed-box diagram requires an inclusion of both nucleon and ∆ intermediate states. If one restricts the intermediate states to nucleons only, the cancelation would not occur.
Thus far, we have shown that the retardation effect of all two-meson exchange diagrams without derivative couplings, Eq. (32), cancel against the corresponding crossed-box graphs. As is shown in the appendix, similar cancelations occur for the remaining six meson pairs, Eq. (33), which involve one or two derivatively coupled mesons.
In addition to box and crossed-box diagrams, any pair of mesons can be exchanged via triangle (or "seagull) diagrams, Fig. 5 , containing a 4-point meson-baryon vertex. The spin-flavor structure of this vertex is given by the product of two Γ A α(n) ( k) operators. The 4-point meson-baryon coupling is of order N 0 c for any meson pair [2] . Hence, the largest scaling of a triangle diagram is N c , e.g. when two pions or f 0 and ω t are exchanged. Thus, the triangle graph can not violate the scaling of the leading (O(N c )) spin-flavor terms, Eq. (8). However, the subleading (O(N −1 c )) terms might be sensitive to contributions from the triangle diagrams. Since these diagrams contain only one baryon propagator its pole does not contribute to the potential (the contour of the complex k 0 integration can always be closed in such a way as to avoid the baryon pole). As we will show shortly, the contributions from the meson singularities in the triangle graphs add up to cancel all terms that violate the KSM counting rules.
A given triangle graph can be associated with a corresponding box or crossed-box diagram by shrinking the appropriate baryon propagator to zero. It can then be shown that the sum of the appropriate pair of the triangle graphs, shown in Fig. 5 , is similar to Eq. (27) or Eq. (28). The essential point in the above discussion was the presence of the commutator in Eqs. (27) and (28). The same commutator appears in the sum of the triangle graphs.
What are the pairs of the triangle graphs that correspond to the box and crossed-box diagrams which led to Eqs. (27) and (28)? These graphs contain the same meson pairs. The two corresponding graphs differ according to which baryon line the 4-point meson-baryon vertex is attached, Fig. 5 . In addition, two Γ structures at the 4-point vertex of one of the corresponding graphs are in opposite order relative to the sequence of these structures in the other graph. This leads to the appearance of a commutator in the sum of the corresponding triangle graphs.
In the case of the box and crossed-box diagrams the direction of the energy flow assured that the retardation effect and the crossed-box contribution are equal and opposite up to 1/N c corrections. The sign difference was due to the product of the principle values of the baryon propagators (after the nonrelativistic reduction), Eqs. (25) and (26), which had different signs for the box and crossed-box diagrams. Despite the presence of only a single baryon propagator, the contributions from each of the corresponding triangle graphs come with opposite signs due to the different flow of the energy and momenta, Fig. 5 . The sum of these two graphs is: 
IV. CONCLUSION
At a technical level we have shown by explicit calculation that if meson-baryon couplings scale according to the standard large N c rules, then the two-meson-exchange contributions to the nonrelativistic baryon-baryon potential is consistent with the large N c KSM scaling rules deduced in Refs. [6, 7] . This is highly nontrivial since the derivation of these rules in Refs. [6, 7] only included diagrams which correspond to one-meson-exchange when translated to the hadronic level. This certainly adds confidence that Refs. [6, 7] correctly described the N c scaling behavior of the nucleon-nucleon potential in the large N c limit of QCD. The essential issue in the calculations here was that the retardation contributions to the potential from the box graph cancel against the crossed-box contributions for all spin-isospin structures in the potential where the retardation contributions or the crossed-box contributions separately violate the counting rules.
The derivation presented here was done in a "brute force" manner. Namely, we considered the various meson exchanges one at a time, identified the contributions to the various spin-isospin structures which apparently violated the KSM large N c scalings and showed that in all cases they canceled. It would be very useful to find a more general method for demonstrating the cancelation. While the methods used here were adequate for the two-meson exchange case, it would be extremely cumbersome to extend them to three-meson exchange or higher. Given the cancelations for all "dangerous" contributions at the two-meson-exchange level it seems reasonable to expect that such cancelations will occur for any number of meson exchanges and that the full baryon-baryon potential will be consistent with the KSM scaling rules. However, a general proof of the cancelations for all orders would be desirable.
In the Introduction it was argued that the large N c scaling behavior of the baryon-baryon interactions give some general insights into the underlying physics arising from QCD. In particular it was argued that a consistent picture emerged and five aspects of this picture were enumerated. Let us now briefly discuss how the calculations discussed above support this picture.
The first point raised was that while a nonrelativistic potential used to describe the interaction has overall strength of order N c , the kernel of a Bethe-Salpeter equation does not have a simple N c dependence. As noted many times, the order N 2 c contribution to the potential from the crossed-box graph is canceled by the retardation effect from the box graph. However, such a cancelation cannot happen in the context of the Bethe-Salpeter equation. The entire box graph (including meson pole contributions) is an iterate of the Bethe-Salpeter kernel and hence cannot be included as a contribution to the kernel. Thus, in the Bethe-Salpeter context there is no part of the box graph to cancel the order N 2 c contribution from the crossed-box. Therefore, unlike the potential, the Bethe-Salpeter kernel cannot be associated with an overall strength of N c . Presumably, the Bethe-Salpeter kernel has contributions scaling as N c to all powers arising from multiple meson exchanges.
The second point made was that the meson exchange picture of baryon-baryon interactions with the leading part of the potential scaling as N c is consistent with the meson exchange picture of the potential provided the momentum exchanged is of order N 0 c . It was shown explicitly using nonrelativistic kinematics that at the level of two-meson exchange all "dangerous" contributions to the potential canceled so that there is no inconsistency with a potential scaling as N c . It is reasonable to expect the behavior to hold for any number of meson exchanges. If true, this strengthens the case for using meson exchange models to describe nucleon-nucleon interactions.
However, it was also argued that the idea of a potential described by the meson exchange picture is unsuitable for momenta of order N c . At a technical level this is apparent in Eqs. (17), (18), (24) and (25) where the cancelations of the box and crossed box graphs depend explicitly on the nonrelativistic form of the propagator. If momenta of order N c were used the cancelations clearly fail to occur. Thus the usefulness of the meson-exchange picture is not evident for momenta of order N c . In fact, it is quite satisfying that the evidence of consistency breaks down in this regime for a number of reasons. In the first place Witten's TDH picture of baryon-baryon interactions is more appropriate for p ∼ N c . This picture has no obvious meson-exchange interpretation. The internal structure of each baryon is distorted in the presence of the other. Moreover, it is not surprising from a more traditional hadronic viewpoint that a meson-exchange potential picture breaks down in this regime. A fourth point raised in the Introduction was that relative sizes of the various spin-isospin structures in the nucleon-nucleon potential are consistent at the two-meson-exchange level with those deduced from the contracted SU (4) structure of KSM. Moreover, if one looks carefully at all of the cancelations, one finds that corrections to the leading behavior were all 1/N 2 c suppressed. This is consistent with Refs. [6, 7] where it is found that subleading spin-isospin structures are down by factors 1/N The formal consistency of the large N c treatment and the meson exchange picture is quite satisfying. However, considerable caution should be exercised in trying to draw conclusions about the real world of N c = 3. We have used 1/N c as a counting parameter to distinguish large from small contributions. This is clearly legitimate if all the coefficients multiplying these factors are natural, i.e. of order unity. However, all coefficients are not natural. One key difficulty is that the meson-exchange picture is being used here to connect hadronic phenomena with nuclear phenomena. However, the scales in nuclear physics are generally much smaller than those in hadronic physics [5] . It is not clear directly from QCD why these nuclear scales are so small and it is generally thought to be "accidental". The interplay between small nuclear scales (that may be large in a 1/N c sense) with much larger hadronic scales (that may be small formally in a 1/N c sense) can potentially spoil the results of a straightforward 1/N c approach. To show how extreme this problem may be we can consider the deuteron binding energy, B (which is formally of order N c ) and the delta-nucleon mass difference, m ∆ − m N (which is order 1/N c ). If all coefficients were natural, one would expect B to be an order of magnitude larger than m ∆ − m N , whereas, in fact, it is two orders of magnitude smaller. It would not be surprising that difficulties might arise when calculating B if one neglects m ∆ − m N as being "small".
The large N c structure of the nucleon-nucleon potential has been so far used phenomenologically in two contexts. The first is as an attempt to justify the observed approximate Wigner SU (4) symmetry [12] in light nuclei as arising from the underlying contracted SU (4) structure in the large N c potential [6] . The second is an attempt to justify the qualitative sizes of the spin-flavor structures in phenomenological potentials as being explained by contracted SU (4) structure in the large N c potential [6, 7] . It is not immediately obvious that these two explanations are legitimate in light of qualitatively distinct nuclear scales that are not associated with the 1/N c expansion. Clearly, this issue needs further investigation. However, it is also not immediately clear how to formulate a systematic expansion which both incorporates the 1/N c scaling rules while allowing nuclear scales to be much smaller than hadronic scales. The comparison of the qualitative sizes of the spin-flavor structures in phenomenological potentials with what is expected from large N c raises another issue. The potentials predicted in large N c are not nucleon-nucleon potentials; rather, they are coupled channel potentials for the full tower of I = J baryon states including an explicit ∆. The phenomenological potentials to which they are compared have the explicit ∆'s integrated out. It is by no means clear that the act of integrating out ∆'s does not alter the spin-flavor structure. Again, this requires further study.
Given these possible difficulties in drawing phenomenological conclusions from large N c potentials, one might ask about the relevance for the real world of our demonstration that large N c counting rules are consistent with the mesonexchange picture of potentials at the two-meson-exchange level. Of course, it remains possible that after a careful study one may find that the particular phenomenological predictions to date-the Wigner SU (4) symmetry and the characteristic relative sizes of the various terms in phenomenological potentials-are robust and remain valid even after the smallness of the typical nuclear scales are included. Whether or not this turns out to be the case, however, we may still be able to learn qualitatively interesting things. For example, the cancelations seen in the two-pion exchange graphs require that ∆ intermediate states be included. For N c = 3, one does not expect such cancelations to be perfect, but the general tendency to cancel should survive. This suggests that ∆ box and crossed-box contributions should be comparable in size to the ones with nucleon intermediate states. This issue may be relevant for potential models motivated by chiral symmetry where two-pion exchange contributions with nuclear intermediate states are included at next-to-leading order but explicit ∆ contributions are not included [5] . At a more qualitative level, the fact that at large N c a meson-exchange motivated picture of the potential is consistent gives at least some support for the view that more generally nucleon-nucleon interactions can be described in terms of meson exchanges.
